ROLE THREAD IN BUILDING LEGAL DEMOCRATIC STATE REPUBLICS OF UZBEKISTAN

Abstract: The Article about dug the quotient an organization in building democratic state in Uzbekistan. Today social partnership is one of the most actual problems, which is one of the most efficient ways of the building legal society.
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In Uzbekistan for years independence have occurred observable change. As essential result of the transformations follows to consider entering Uzbekistan equal member in world community: over 170 states have acknowledged independence our state, 130 of them installed the diplomatic relations with Uzbekistan. Uzbekistan is an equal member many authoritative international organization.

At present the process of the building legal democratic state and shaping strong civil society goes in Uzbekistan. In process of the shaping civil society important role plays activity nегосударственных nonprofit organization and public associations. [1, p.130-131]

The Degree of the development civil society reflects the level of the development to democracies. The Public sector includes the неправительственные organizations, is an most important factor of the development civil society. "Civil institutes, - notes the President of the Republic Uzbekistan Islam Karimov, - негосударственные nonprofit organizations today become the important factor of protection of democratic valubles, rights, liberties and legal interest of the people, create the condition for realization by people of its potential, increasing their public, social-economic activity and legal culture, promote the maintenance of the balance interest in obschestve"[1].

Today concept social partnership, founded on negotiations, mediation, expert operation, cooperation, consultation plays the important role in decision of the many problems social-labor sphere. Social partnership is a base of the relations between workman (the trade union, their associations, assotiation), employer (their associations, assotiation), organ state authorities, organ of the local home rule for the reason discussion, productions and decision making on social-labor and connected with them economic questions, ensuring the social world and public development.

The Development of the system негосударственных nonprofit organization (the THREAD) - a social partner state organ and business-structures, is one of the effective mechanism of the maintenance in society of the balance interest all social layers and groups,agher and counterweight, guaranteeing stable, onward development society.

Exist two main reasons, conditionning need of existence of the sector THREAD.

1. Social need is concluded in that that негосударственные nonprofit organizations execute the important function in democratic society: create the special ambience for protection of the most vulnerable layers of the population, protect the human right.

2. Economic need is concluded in that that nonprofit organizations render that facilities and привносят in public relations of such value, which it is not enough profitably with standpoint of the businessmans or commercial structures and which not to the ful yield to management on the part of executive organ state. The Heaven and earth earned in process of activity, nonprofit organizations direct
on extension and financing their own programs, helping state to solve the social problems, support the public health, formation, science, culture and art, not burdening herewith state budget.

Shaping democratic institute in Republic Uzbekistan lies in riverbed world trend public development. Activity THREAD in Uzbekistan is made for the first queue on relief of the social costs to realization of the program of the reforms, through making the conditions for protection малоимущих, elderly and disabled members society, extension to employment and professional reorientation of the population, assistance reform in rural terrain and small city, stimulation of the development small and average enterprise. The Social orientation THREAD allows to neutralize the sharp social contradictions, soften the inevitable difficulties of the connecting period and helps in adapting the people to new life condition. For them big prospect in shaping the civil initiatives in increasing of the public activity of the people, decision of the many urgent problems to our lives.

But, as it were social significant nor were a tasks THREAD, realize their successfully she will be able only through reliable, runnable economic potential to its activity, effectively using both owns facility, and mechanisms of state support in order, determined by legislation of the Republic Uzbekistan.

The State стимулирует the development a THREAD, giving him determined to warranties, privileges and преференции, improving modes of the taxation and state financing.

The Stability and efficiency THREAD in многом depends on thought-out financial strategy, tax planning, it is correct formed budget and account politicians.

One of the particularities nonprofit organization consists in specifics of the sources of their financing and formation property. For execution of its missions THREAD have to find the financial facility by way:

1) of the reception of the target facilities on authorized activity;

2) of conduct to activity, bring incom. This activity must correspond to the authorized purpose a THREAD, but profit, got from such activity, after payment of all necessary taxes must be used on decision of the authorized tasks THREAD.

In purpose of the assistance further development systems THREAD, as well as their active participation in realization perspective, social and public significant programs and project, directed on decision concrete social-economic questions region, is accepted joint resolution Kengasha Legislative chamber Oliy Mazhlisa Republics Uzbekistan and Kengasha Senate Oliy Mazhlisa Republics Uzbekistan 842-I/513-I from 03.07.2008 "About measure on reinforcement of support негосударственных nonprofit organization, the other institute civil society". The State measures are directed on making the independent system and objective conditions for shaping the sources of the financing THREAD.

Project of the Law of the Republic Uzbekistan is designed For present-day day about "Social partnership". The Main purpose of the Law is a regulation of the relations in the field of social partnership and ensuring the interaction subject social partnership in decision social-significant questions.

Social partnership - an interaction негосударственных nonprofit organization, organ state authorities and control, as well as subject to business activity in development and realization coordinated social-economic politicians, realization of the programs social-economic development, decision of the humanitarian problems, protection of the rights, liberties and interest of the different layers of the population of the country;

The Subjects social partnership - негосударственные nonprofit organizations, organs state authorities and control, as well as subjects to business activity.

The Target program social-economic development - a complex action, under development and realized subject social partnership, directed on decision social-significant questions.

The Social order - a task on work execution or undertaking action for realization social significant project by by conclusions of agreement between organ state authorities and control, or subject to business activity on the one hand, and негосударственной nonprofit organization with another.

Grant - a bankrolls and property, provided to to account of the facilities of the State budget of the Republic Uzbekistan, foreign state, international and foreign government agencies, as well as international and foreign неправительственными organization, subject to business activity and other organization негосударственных nonprofit organization, organ of the home rule of the people on competitive central to realization project, directed on achievement public useful integer;

The State subsidy - financial or other material assistance to account of the facilities of the State budget of the Republic Uzbekistan, state target fund, provided to for support негосударственных nonprofit organization and not connected with special project;

Charitable donation - a property, including bankrolls, directed on charitable purposes. [2, p.21-22]

The history mankind is indicative of that that on length millennium, cultural and spiritual level each society is defined by its attitude to woman. Basically Law of the Republic of Uzbekistan - a Constitutions is noted that men and woman have an equal rights
Nor in one developed country of the West at present feminine question is not a state priority.

Enormous work is done In Republic of Uzbekistan for years independence on ensuring the rights and interest of the womans, increasing their public and political activity, spiritual and intellectual potential, reinforcement guard to families, parenthood and childhood. "Folk, which high values and all-round takes care of woman, about creation for them worthy conditions and shows hereunder its high culture and firm value, certainly, deserves most big respect", - notes the President of the Republic Uzbekistan I.A.Karimov. [3, p.45]

The Idea civil society on length last decennial event enlarged and deepened, was complemented ideas to democracies, founded on political in pluralism, competitions and partnership of the social groups. Broad spreading has got the theory pluralism, according to which primary task state - an achievement citizenship concensus by by account and co-ordinations ensemble interest of the different groups of the population, removing or softening contradiction, searching for of the civil consent, directed on integro in society. [4, p.95]

In Uzbekistan for time of independence have occurred observable change. As essential result of the transformations follows to consider the appearance Uzbekistan equal member in миро community: over 170 states have acknowledged independence our state, 130 of them installed the diplomatic relations with Uzbekistan. Uzbekistan is an equal member many authoritative international organization. [5, p.22]

At present the process of the building legal democratic state and shaping strong civil society goes in Uzbekistan. In process of the shaping civil society important role plays activity nonprofit organization and public associations.

In Uzbekistan, after independence, goes the unceasing process of the change former administrative-command economy on social oriented market economies, баиро сирос ва сиёзор на маркет метод of the management mainly. In this connection, occur the radical shifts in public-political and economic life of the country. [6, p.41]

Shaping open democratic civil society in Uzbekistan predestines need and raises urgency of the knowledge of the history particularities of the process of the formation and developments of the system of the partner's relations, close examination of the most rich experience of the foreign countries in this important deal. This will allow to work out the new approaches and ways of the regulation of the labor relations between different social group in complex condition of the formation of the social economy, develop the mechanism of the united behaviour, market forms of the relations between concerned party, with provision for national particularities and integer of the development society on long-term prospect. [7, p.89]

In purpose of the assistance further development systems THREAD, as well as their active participation in realization perspective, social and public significant programs and project, directed on decision concrete social-economic questions region, is accepted joint resolution Kengash Legislative chamber Oliy Mazhlis Republic of Uzbekistan and Kengash Senate Oliy Mazhlis Republican of Uzbekistan 842-I/513-I from 03.07.2008 “About measure on reinforcement of support nonprofit organization, the other institute civil society”. The State measures are directed on making the independent system and objective conditions for shaping the sources of the financing THREAD. At April 30 2014 was accepted Law of the Republic Uzbekistan about "Social partnership". [8, p.65]

The Main purpose of the Law is a regulation of the relations in the field of social partnership and ensuring the interaction subject social partnership in decision social-significant questions. Uzbekistan builds social-legal state and "third sector" basically targeted on assistance to decision of the social problems state. The President Uzbekistan realization on deal of the task of the shaping осиён civil society involves with gradual, phased reduction, restriction state, central function, transmission their society, local authorities, organ of the home rule of the people. [2, p.21-22] thereby, the policy state in respect of the sources of the financing THREAD was tightened, increased checking on activity THREAD. [9, p.22]

However cardinal reduction external donорских facilities for financing of activity THREAD must be is adequately filled by state financing since existed understanding to need to activity THREAD in country, understanding to value their dug and place in system public institute.

The Main purpose and problem given THREAD consists in finding through internet scientific achievements in science, in technologies and in public area and their using in all sphere of the public life, in science, in technology, in forming the Republic of Uzbekistan; the important information about innovation in the field of exact sciences, in public science and introduce them on all stage of the public education of the Republic of Uzbekistan. [10, p.2]

The Study occurring changes to our republic in enlightenment and unbringering the young generation, as well as change, happened in the other area of the science, analysis result change and entering scientific recommendation. The Finding and determination useful business acquaintance with scholastic, scientific institutions of the foreign countries, with their scientist with different specialist and introduce
their modern leading, innovations ideas in public life our state.
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